The best place to be for researchers and engineers from the chemiluminescence, bioluminescence and biosensor communities

A four-days program consist of daily invited lectures, keynotes, oral presentations, poster spotlight and posters. All is organized in order you will find your place.

Abstracts are invited from July 2017 on the following topics:

### Bioluminescence
- Theoretical aspect
- Luciferases
- Biochemistry
- Biodiversity
- Reporter gene technology, Others....

### Chemiluminescence
- Theoretical chemistry
- Photoproteins
- Photo/thermo/ electrochemiluminescence
- Nanoparticles and probes
- Educational tools
- Others....

### Bioassays/Biosensors
- Enzyme/affinity/cell biosensors
- Material science
- Transducers
- Microsystems
- In vivo imaging
- Others.....

---

**International Scientific Committee**

**Europe**
- Aldo Roda (Italy)
- Alexei V. Trofimov (Russia)
- Arne Lundin (Sweden)
- Elisa Michelinelli (Italy)
- Eugene Vysotski (Russia)
- Francesco Baldini (Italy)
- Francisca Fernández Piña (Spain)
- Isabelle Naizel (France)
- Jerome Mallefet (Belgium)
- Loïc Blum (France)
- Ludmila Frank (Russia)
- Mara Mirasoli (Italy)
- Valentina Kratasyuk (Russia)

**Asia**
- Amir Wasem (Pakistan)
- Barua, Anurup Gohain (India)
- Chang, HT, (Taiwan)
- Guo-Bao Xu (China)
- Hideaki Nakamura (Japan)
- Hua Cui (China)
- Iranifam, Mortaza (Iran)
- Kazuki Niwa (Japan)
- Kenichiro Nakashima (Japan)
- Parche Naumov (United Arab Emirates)
- Pinchchai Chaiyen (Thailand)
- Robert Marks (Israel)
- Saman Hosseinikhani (Iran)
- Shimshon Belkin (Israel)
- Xiaolin Yang (China)
- Xiaorong Zhang (China)
- Yoshhiryo Ohmiya (Japan)
- Yuichi Oba (Japan)

**America**
- Bruce Applegate (USA)
- Bruce Brachini (USA)
- Josef Wilhelm Baader (Brazil)
- Kathryn Strange-Hall (USA)
- Larry Kricka (USA)
- Marc Branham (USA)
- Sylvia Daunert (USA)
- Vadim Viviani (Brazil)

**Oceania**
- Paul Francis (Australia)
- Willes, S (New Zealand)

Contact:  
gerald.thouand@univ-nantes.fr  
karine.michenaud1@univ-nantes.fr

https://isbc-2018.sciencesconf.org
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